Introduction
propagating along the z-axis and is allowed to diffract only in the xdirection. The soliton formation here occurs due to a delicate balance between the diffraction and the nonlinearity which arises in the medium [1, 2] . In the present chapter, the coupled-beam propagation through photorefractive media is investigated using the theory of two beam coupling [1] and the possibility of formation of bright soliton is studied subject to some parametric conditions.
Nonlinear Optical Interactions
Nonlinear optical interactions are generally classified as secondharmonic generation, sum-and difference-frequency generation, sum-frequency generation, difference-frequency generation, optical parametric oscillations, third-order polarization, third-harmonic generation, sum-and-frequency generation and intensity-dependent refractive index.
Second-Harmonic Generation
The process of second-harmonic generation is illustrated schematically as shown in Figs 5.1 [1] and 5.2 [3] . to the production of electromagnetic wave, and second term indicates the second-harmonic generation, i.e. it contains the frequency 2ω. By applying suitable experimental condition, we can convert all the input power into second-harmonic generation. One common use of second-harmonic generation is to convert the output of a fixed frequency laser to a different spectral region.
Sum-and Difference-Frequency Generation
The optical field incident on a nonlinear optical medium can be expressed with two distinct frequency components in the form, 
This result can be conveniently expressed using the notation 
where the above expressions are labeled by the names of physical process that it describes, such as second-harmonic generation (SHG), sumfrequency generation (SFG), difference-frequency generation (DFG), and optical rectification (OR).
From equation (5.7), it is seen that four different nonzero frequency components are present in the nonlinear polarization.
Sum-Frequency Generation
Sum-frequency generation is described by the expression
The process is analogous to that of second-harmonic generation, except that in sum-frequency generation, the two input waves are at different frequencies. This method can be applied to produce tunable radiation in the ultraviolet spectral region by choosing one of the input waves to be the output 109 of a fixed-frequency visible laser, and the other to be the output of a frequency-tunable visible laser. The process is illustrated in Fig 5. 3. 
Difference-Frequency Generation
Difference-frequency generation is described by the expression
Here the frequency of the generated wave is the difference of those of the applied fields. Difference-frequency generation can be used to produce tunable visible laser with that of a fixed-frequency visible laser. The process is illustrated in Fig 5. 
Optical Parametric Oscillations
In the presence of radiation generated by difference-frequency generation, photons are emitted with initial frequency ω 2 or ω 3. If the nonlinear crystal used in this process is placed inside an optical resonator, the ω 2 or ω 3 fields can build to large values. Such a device is known as an optical parametric oscillator. Optical parametric oscillators are frequently used at infrared wavelengths, where other sources of tunable radiation are not readily available. 
Third-Order Polarization
The third-order contribution to the nonlinear polarization
The field ) ( t E is made up of several different frequency components.
Therefore the simple case in which the applied field is monochromatic is considered which is given by
With the help of the identity , the nonlinear polarization can be expressed as
The significance of each of the two terms is described below.
Third-Harmonic Generation
The first term in equation (5.12) describes a response at frequency 3ω that is due to an applied field at frequency . 
Intensity-Dependent Refractive Index
The refractive index of many optical materials depends upon the intensity of light used to measure the refractive index. A way of defining intensity-dependant refractive index is by means of the equation
where 0 n is the usual refractive index, I denotes the time-averaged intensity of the optical field, given by
and 2 n is related to
There are many physical processes that can produce a nonlinear change in refractive index. Some of these are electronic polarization, molecular orientation, electrostriction, saturated atomic absorption, thermal effects, electro-optic effects, photorefractive effects etc. In this chapter, we mainly concentrate on photorefractive effect.
Photorefractive Effect
The photorefractive (PR) effect is the change in refractive index of an optical material that results from the optically induced redistribution of electrons and holes. In other words, it is a nonlinear optical effect seen in certain crystals and other materials that respond to light by altering their refractive index [3] . The effect can be used to store temporary, erasable holograms and is useful for holographic data storage [4, 5] . When the material is subjected to intense laser radiation, defocusing and scattering of light was observed resulting in an inhomogeneous change in the refractive index. It was also found that these changes were maintained even after the light had been switched off, but could be erased by strong illumination [6] .
It can also be used to create a phase-conjugate mirror or an optical spatial Since the initial discovery of spatial solitons in photorefractive materials [7, 8, 9] , several distinctly different types of self-trapping effects have been predicted and observed. Thus quasi-steady state solitons [9, 10, 11] , photovoltaic solitons [12, 13] , screening solitons [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , self-trapping in photorefractive semiconductors [20] and self-trapping of spatially incoherent beams [21] , and of incoherent white-light beams, have been investigated [22, 23] . Segev et al [25] have shown that photorefractive media can support a new type of soliton, in which two-wave mixing or self-scattering is balanced by diffraction.
The photorefractive soliton possesses the property of independence of absolute light intensity, and can experience absorption with no change in the transverse structure. The shape of the soliton modulates the refractive index via PR effect, which results in exact compensation for effect of diffraction, and causes the light beam to propagate with an unvarying profile. Incoherently coupled photorefractive soliton pairs were first observed by Chen et al. [24] .
They showed that two mutually incoherent beams of the same polarization can form coupled-steady state spatial soliton pairs in a biased photorefractive medium under steady state conditions. Coherent collisions between photorefractive solitons were also reported [26] . Photorefractive solitons exhibit several interesting properties that are different from Kerr solitons. For instance; these solitons are stable in both transverse dimensions and can be generated even at microwatt power level [27] . Thus they are useful in application such as all optical beams switching and steering, in optical interconnectors and in implementing nonlinear optical devices. Nonlinear optical beam propagation and solitons in photorefractive media have been studied by Crosignani [28] .It has been shown that, in general, a coupledphotorefractive soliton pair is analogous to a M anakov soliton, in which both beams are mutually trapped and cannot survive as soliton, after decoupling. It was also shown that a system of incoherently coupled equations may possess more general solutions for coupled solitary waves [29] .Such localized solitons are not possible in the limit of M anakov solitons [30] ,even for the case of dark-bright soliton pairs [31] . It was also
shown that a system of incoherently coupled equations may possess more general solutions for coupled solitary waves [28] . Such localized solitons are not possible in the limit of M anakov solitons, even for the case of darkbright soliton pairs [30] .
Coupled-beam propagation through Photorefracive Media
The coupled-beam propagation through photorefractive media is investigated using the theory of two-beam coupling [1] . A typical geometry of two-beam coupling is shown in Fig 5.4 . A interferes destructively with 2 A , and consequently, the signal wave is amplified, whereas the pump wave is attenuated.
To describe this process mathematically, the total electric field within the nonlinear medium is described as 
In practice, k typically differs from 0 k by only a small fraction and thus, to a good approximation,
The propagation constant k depends on both frequency and intensity of optical wave. This dependence in terms of truncated power series can be written as In the above expression, 1 k is the reciprocal of the group velocity, and 2 k is a measure of the dispersion of the group velocity.Equation M aking a change of variables as in [32] with respect to time, the corresponding Hamiltonian is obtained:
where h is the constant of integration which can be obtained using 
, and hence this is a bright solitary solution, a profile of which is shown in Fig (5.9) . 
Conclusion
Photorefractive crystals are extremely suitable for nonlinear switching and construction of optical devices. The concept of such devices is based on the fact that the soliton is a fundamental mode of the optical waveguide, which it creates in a photorefractive medium.
In this chapter, we studied the nonlinear wave propagation through photorefractive media using Manakov model and obtained the CNLSE. We 
